
Reading Antiques and General Sale – Saturday 25th May 2019 

18th Century furniture springs a surprise   

A number of pieces of late 18th Century walnut veneer furniture bucked the so-called “brown 
furniture” trade at Thimbleby & Shorland’s monthly Antiques sale on Saturday 25th May.  In all 7 
pieces all from the same local seller, and all of a very similar ilk being Georgian bedroom furniture in 
need of varying degrees of restoration, made a total of just under £5,000, with top price being 
£1,100 for a comparatively small tall boy.  A relatively small chest of drawers sold for a remarkable 
£1,050, and a stunning toilet mirror also surprised at £450.  In addition a Georgian wall mirror with 
Chippendale style frame, in need of restoration, sold for £520.    

There were other notable prices achieved in the furniture section.  A Chinese sideboard sold to an 
internet buyer after spirited competition from 3 phone bidders, for £1,450, and an early 19th century 
cabinet, also in need of some restoration, made £800.  It is not often that there is competitive 
bidding for a wardrobe, but a 1950’s Heal’s gentleman’s wardrobe in original condition was much 
sought-after by the trade and the hammer finally came down at £550.  A beautifully carved 19th 
century oak settle made £420; a 3 metre long elm dining table sold for £380; and a leather button-
back 3 piece suite made a surprising £550. 

In the Silver and Jewellery section a stunning 18ct gold and emerald ring, the emerald being almost 
square at 9mm by 8mm, made a very pleasing £1,350.  An 18ct gold gate link bracelet weighing 24 
grams pleased at £500; and an 18ct gold and diamond ring made £400.  There were two wrist 
watches with 9ct gold case and strap – one was a Tissot Saphir which made £460 and the other was 
a Longines which sold for £380.  An entry of attractive silver cutlery sold well, the highlight being a 
large ladle marked for Glasgow 1847 and weighing 9 troy ounces, which made £140.  2 large 19th 
century serving spoons made £130 and £120, and a pair of 18th century serving spoons £120.  A 
delightfully battered 18th century wine funnel made £110, and an ebony handled toddy spoon 
marked for London 1803 £50. An oriental silver-mounted letter folder together with some silver-
plated ware made a very satisfactory £550.  

Other notable lots in the various sections were:         

Books:  Charles Dickens’s Sketches by Boz, a 1st Edition separately published £260;    

China:  A pair of blue and white oriental vases, one of which was chipped, made £320; a part dinner 
service of rare 19th century hand painted oriental-style china sold to the USA for £1,000; and 9 blue 
rimmed 19th century plates with 2 matching table centres, one of which had been damaged and 
repaired, made £350;   

Pictures and Paintings:  A set of 2 pairs of small framed Mediterranean oil paintings made a pleasing 
£600 following determined bidding on the internet; 

4 bottles of 1997 vintage Penfolds Bin 707 made £650; 2 Nikon camera bodies, an F90x and an FM2, 
sold for £100; 3 boxes of old Lego made £260; and a large quantity of healing crystal, including 
several quartz clusters, sold well for £720. 



”This sale was another demonstration of some great prices achieved in virtually every one of the 
various sections.”  says auctioneer Chris Boreham.  “The mix certainly seems to keep buyers 
interested, as we had some valuable lots spread throughout the sale.  This time it was furniture 
which caught the eye, and it was nice to see strong interest in this area.  Next month it will be 
something different again! ”     

 

   

  


